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KAIMIN COMIC

B G UPS +
BACKHANDS
Backhands to all of us. According to a recent Newsweek
story, 29 percent of Americans do not know who the Vice
President of the United States is. Awkwardly, Joe Biden is
among this group, still not quite sure why people keep asking
him to sign things and travel to pancake breakfasts in middle
America.
Big Ups to Kim Kardashian. Following the earthquake and
tsunami in Japan, the television star decided to auction off an
afternoon spending time with her, with all of the proceeds
going to Japan relief. We’re just not sure how much people
will bid, as you can see just about all you want of her online.
Big Ups to Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. While
driving to work to hear a case concerning discrimination
claims against Wal-Mart, Scalia rear ended another driver
and received a fine of $70. Scalia then went to his office and
promptly declared laws about minor traffic accidents unconstitutional.
Big Ups to Betty White. The 89-year-old actress will
host a new hidden camera reality show called “Betty White’s
Off Their Rockers,” which seems to be a version of “Jackass”
with a team of senior citizens in the place of Johnny Knoxville
and crew. And we can’t think of anything better to put on
television than foul-mouthed members of the AARP. We
can only hope that Andy Rooney will have a role in what will
surely be an Emmy-worthy show.
Backhands to opponents that do not show up. In what
would have been the Kaimin’s first company softball game,
the team we were supposed to play never arrived, giving us
our first win by default.

Pissed?

Pleased?

Petrified?

Write a letter to the editor
or a guest column.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer and columns
should be about 700 words. Please e-mail both to
opinion@montanakaimin.com,
or drop them off in Don Anderson Hall 208.
Make sure to include a phone number.

by Hannah Spry

LETTERS
Turn It Up!
The very essence of University
is a combination of Unity and
Diversity. Here at the University
of Montana we have a students
hailing from 67 separate countries representing a multitude of
cultures.
Every culture group has representations of their culture they
hold important and significant.
Some students signify their cultural belonging through adornments, others have structured
religions they adhere to, still others bring to campus with them,
in body or spirit, an extended
kin network. However, every culture group has its own form of
musical expression that signifies
home, familiarity, comfort.

to the

Turn It Up! Diversity of Sound
is a group of Social Work Students striving to promote cultural
diversity, awareness, and appreciation through diverse musical
expressions around campus. For
students who are foreign to the
area studying in an unfamiliar
environment music can provide
a venue for communication and
dialogue and encourage students
to connect with each other. Music
also has the power to transform
a foreign environment into a
friendly one. Our professor once
said, “Like smells from a grandmother’s oven, the sound of music represents home. And we
want to welcome people here and
help them feel at home. ”
Starting Monday March 28th
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semester, Turn It Up! Will be
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police blotter
Badonka-donk bouncing Poster pedophile
March 25, 12:15 a.m.
Kaimin photographers were
cited for flagrant bootydancing and excessive
hipster behavior at a dance
night at a local bar.

Tag thieves
March 26, 5 p.m.
Police found the entire
Kaimin staff cutting the
tags off pillows and mattresses.

Poster pimp
March 26, 9 p.m.
A dreadlocked man was
seen walking around campus putting up posters. He
was cited for prostitution.

said being a redhead is not
technically illegal, but will
maintain surveillance just in
case.

March 27, 4 p.m.
A woman was inappropriately embracing a Justin
Bieber poster at Party
America.The woman claimed Pageant prancer
March 29, 2 a.m.
that she is a design editor
A DAH custodian reported
and it was “totally artistic.”
finding a grad student wearing nothing but a Gonzaga
Office offense
scarf dancing in the photo
March 28, 7:05 p.m.
studio.The student allegedly
Police discovered Kaimin
told officers, “I’m practicing
staffers swilling whiskey and
for Miss Montana.”
chuckling excessively while
writing bad jokes.

Ginga gangsta
March 28, 9 p.m.
A caller complained that a
Kaimin editor is a ginger, and
thus, “has no soul.” Officers

Foodie foul

March 29, 3 a.m.
The same DAH janitor found
the Kaimin food writer in the
office watching Paula Deen
reruns in her underwear and

eating frosting from a jar. Her
tequila was confiscated.

Sucky singers
March 30
A caller complained that
Kaimin sports writers were,
in conjunction with arts and
culture editors, singing Creed
songs.The men were arrested on felony charges of
having no dignity.

Balloon bandits
April 1, 8:05 a.m.
Police receive a call about
the Kaimin adviser’s office
being filled with thousands of
balloons.
APRIL FOOLS!
(Except for that last one.)

Pissed?

Pleased?

Petrified?
Write a letter
to the editor
or a guest column.

Letters should be 300 words
or fewer and columns
should be about 700 words.
Please e-mail both to
opinion@montanakaimin.com,
or drop them off
in Don Anderson Hall 208.
Make sure to include
a phone number.
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HIGHER EDUCATION CUTS

New UM satellite program filling need for higher education
Victoria Edwards
Montana Kaimin
Editor’s Note: This is the final part of a
four-part series exploring the possible effects
of more than $32 million in budget cuts to
higher education in the next two years. The
Montana Senate is expected to vote on the
state’s budget this week. This segment explores issues at Missoula’s College of Technology. Friday’s segment will examine the
impact of potential cuts on The University of
Montana’s satelite campuses.
Terri Duncan said it used to be a
phrase shared among residents of Ravalli County and the Bitterroot Valley: ‘If
you don’t want a job flipping burgers or
tucking sheets, you’re going to have to
get out of the Valley.’
The 50-year-old Duncan, who has
lived in the Bitterroot Valley for more
than 30 years and raised her family
there, said she was stuck working a parade of dead-end jobs before she started
taking classes at the Bitterroot College
Program, a satellite campus of The University of Montana located nearly 50
miles south of Missoula in Hamilton.
“Basically everything here, up until
now, has been mostly on-the-job training, and because of that, it’s been not
what you know, but who you know, because nobody knew anything,” Duncan
said.
She’s now on track to obtain her As-

sociate of Arts degree from The University of Montana’s College of Technology
in December. It’s a degree that will lead
her to the communications program at
UM’s main campus, and away from the
concept that getting paid a few dollars
above minimum wage is the best someone can do in the Bitterroot Valley.
“There’s a perception in the Valley
that if you’re making $10 an hour, you’ve
got a really good job, and that’s just not
enough for the things that I want to do
in life,” she said.
However, a potential rise in tuition
resulting from a $32 million budget cut
to higher education by the Montana
Legislature could stall Duncan’s goal of
getting a communications degree from
UM.
“I can’t afford to stop until the Legislature decides that I’m worth it,” she
said.
The satellite program offers University of Montana and College of Technology courses, and has grown significantly since its establishment in the fall
of 2009. The enrollment has doubled
from the spring of 2009 to present, with
150 students currently attending at least
one of the 23 classes being offered at the
Hamilton campus.
But they face a number of challenges
with the growth in interest.
The building, which is no larger than

Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
Theresa Farrell (left) lectures to her technical writing class at the Bitterroot College Program
in Hamilton Tuesday afternoon.

an average two-bedroom apartment,
can barely hold the current enrollment,
let alone the 200 more students expected to enroll by 2015.
They hope to be self-sufficient in
providing different degrees, but they
can’t do that without more space and
more funding.
Although their budget increased this
year by $100,000, the future is uncertain
as to whether the program will grow
because of the higher education cuts
proposed by the state Legislature.
“If we don’t have funds that just kind

of stalls us,” said Victoria Clark, interim
director for the Bitterroot College Program.
“At our stage of the game we’re not
about sustaining what we have, it’s
about building what we have. We don’t
have enough already,” she said.
The majority of students taking
classes through the BCP are enrolled at
the College of Technology, Clark said,
and nearly half of those students are
working toward their Associate of Arts
degree.
See SATELLITE, page 11

Bitterroot College Program struggles with space, budget issues
Emily Downing
Montana Kaimin
Nestled in between the rolling Sapphire Mountains and the
rugged peaks of the Bitterroot
Range, there is a community that
is in the midst of change.
It used to revolve around the
harvest of the area’s valuable
timber resources. Since that ended in the 1990s, the community
has been lost. Now, it’s waiting
for the chance to revive its stagnant economy and re-emphasize
the importance of education
among its members.
That’s where the Bitterroot
College Program of The University of Montana comes in.
Located in a small building in
Hamilton, the BCP has provided
residents of the Bitterroot Valley
with college and adult education
classes since 2009.
John Robinson, one of the
chairs of the BCP Steering Committee, has lived and worked in
the Bitterroot Valley since 1965,
as both a lawyer and a teacher.
He’s seen the population grow

six-fold and the economy move
away from its extraction-based
roots. Most of all, he’s seen the
need for education remain an
important issue in the community.
Robinson’s wife recently
came across an article about an
upcoming April steering committee meeting, in which the
need for a two-year community
college was discussed. When she
passed it on to Robinson for him
to read, he noticed that it was actually an article from 1982. He
said that finding the article reinforced the importance of education in his mind.
“We needed it in 1982 and
we need it now,” Robinson said.
“We’ve always needed it because
we have a lot of people down
here that can’t afford to go to
school.”
In a county where the mean
income is $29,102 and there’s currently a 12.2 percent unemployment rate, something’s going
to have to give. Residents of the
Bitterroot can no longer depend
on the once-dominant logging

industry for employment, and
the area has yet to see an industry take its place. Combined with
the recession, that translates into
a workforce struggling to get its
bearings. The only option the
county economy has, according
to Victoria Clark, the interim director at the BCP, is to develop a
white-collar workforce that can
take on the modern economy.
“If we can’t get our local workforce to make this transition to a
skilled workforce that’s ready for
the knowledge-based economy,
the tax dollar will probably be
supporting these people,” she
said.
That’s a need the entire community recognizes. Classes at
the BCP not only provide opportunity for students to go on
to receive degrees, they also help
businesses improve the skill set
of their employees, said Robinson.
“They’re eager to have it happen,” he said. “Businesses now
have the option to send their employees back to school.”
See BITTERROOT, page 11

Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
BCP students work on desktop computers in the lobby of the Ravalli
Entrepreneurship Center.

O

ld businesses line the highway before the turnoff for
the Mill Creek Trailhead
just north of Hamilton. Old
Dutch Road passes dirt paths like
Our Way, Luther Lane and Peaceful Way in the couple miles of barren land before the pine tree wall
that marks the entrance to Pinesdale, home of Montana’s polygamist, fundamentalist Mormons.
Outsiders have criticized Pinesdale for more than 50 years now,
but the town has made it through

without a hitch. Pinesdale’s population grew steadily to 742 people from when Rulon Allred began the society in 1961 to the 2000
census.
However, in the last decade, the
small community in the Bitterroot lost 57 people. Most of those
are under the age of 25. Now, for
the first time, the society may be
facing a challenge it cannot overcome. The fourth generation —
currently college-aged — wants
something new.

Story by Joe Pavlish
Photos by Greg Lindstrom

T

HE HUGE TREES almost hide the bigger houses lined with windows on all sides, like hotels.
Trucks, minivans and four-wheelers fill the giant, generic garages. Baby strollers and tricycles
litter many of the yards.
A large red snowplow is the only vehicle on the road.
It drives up and down Main Street. The driver monitors
the town as he drives by. He knows everyone here.
The main road leads past the cemetery on the way to
Town Hall. The town’s second biggest public gathering
place is empty. A large conference room table sits in the
middle of enough chairs for an Allred, an Allsop, a Jessop, a Stoker, a Venema and a Weidow — six of the biggest polygamist families in town. An office in the corner
is empty in the middle of the day.
The biggest gathering place in town, Pines Academy,
has the only paved parking lot. Hardly any cars fill the
50-yard, snow-covered lot in the middle of town. A yellow bus waits for its passengers in the cover of a couple of
the large trees. The main entrance to the school looks old;
a bell inside a wooden structure sits above the door. A
fallen sign reads “Rulon Allred Memorial Park: est. 1961”
in a playground next to the academy.
Down a hall, in the northeast corner of the school is the
center of town. The church.

3

A

LION AND LAMB lie together on a 20-foot canvas in the entrance of the Pines Academy auditorium. An immaculate white building eclipses
the sun in the background of the ornate painting.
Two other paintings of Jesus Christ and one of Joseph
Smith hang on the walls of the biggest room in Pinesdale.
Many people believe that thousands of years ago, God
revealed himself to Moses and Judaism was born. Others
believe, on top of this, that God then revealed himself to
Jesus and Christianity was born. Others believe, on top of
this, that God then revealed himself to Joseph Smith and
Mormonism was born. Others believe, on top of this, that
on Sept. 27, 1886, God revealed himself to John Taylor and
the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints was reborn.
Around 300 people filed into the southeast corner door
of Pines Academy in groups on a Sunday afternoon. One
man, maybe a couple of women and a slew of school-aged
children made up the groups of one to 20 people.
Eight-year-old boys with neckties and girls with dresses to their shins followed their parents’ lead to their socially assigned pews. The sanctuary filled up from back
to front in clusters. At 2 o’clock, a man stood up from a
pew on stage and walked up to the lectern — between an
American flag and a table covered in linen — to tell the
tame crowd that it was time to begin.
Everybody was quiet. Everybody sang. Everybody
took communion.
The FLDS church disagrees with about a dozen mainstream Mormon doctrines. The most famous difference
is polygamy. Members of the Mormon church practiced
polygamy, or plural marriage, for the first 50 years of the
movement’s existence.
However, in 1904, the Mormon church began excommunicating members who entered a polygamous union.
Joseph Smith instituted polygamy early in Mormon history, but toward the end of his life he renounced the practice. It is estimated that 25 percent or more of Mormons
practiced polygamy at its height in the late 1800s. Now,
mainstream Mormons do not view the FLDS as part of
their church and generally condemn polygamy as a practice.
Many FLDS members believe that men with more
wives have a better chance of literally living with God
in heaven. They believe in a group economic structure
called the Law of Consecration or the United Order. They
forbid men with African ancestry from receiving priesthood ordinations.
The Apostolic United Brethren is a polygamist Mormon fundamentalist church within the Latter-day Saint
movement. Ten miles north of Hamilton, the AUB owns
about a mile of land and Pines Academy is in the middle.
The AUB lets people who belong to the church build on
its land for very cheap: building cost plus property tax.
One of the largest FLDS religious gatherings in the
world takes place in the Pines Academy auditorium every

week.
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On Sunday afternoon, the first of three townspeospeak, “Jessop”, talked about not riding the coattails
mily.
matter who you are, he said, you can’t reach the
st level of the celestial kingdom by following your
ts’ traditions alone.
ildren were quiet and adults listened intently. The
unmarried men in the congregation — a group of
choolers — sat together in a row in the back withattering.
erybody listened.
metimes it’s hard to find the difference between
and tradition, Jessop said, because sometimes truth
dition and sometimes it’s not.

T

HIRTY MILES AWAY in the nearest city, Mike
and Julia Allred take a break from studying for
finals at The University of Montana. Hundreds
of shoes squeak around the University Center
nowy afternoon. Tables for mainstream Christian
s call out to passing students. Study lounges are eiull or locked. It’s a normal day in the biggest public
ring place on campus.
e Allreds come from the family that is immortaln the dangling sign in the park in Pinesdale. They
oved with their three children out of Julia’s father’s
in Pinesdale to their own place in Hamilton. They
in Pinesdale until January, but they haven’t considhemselves part of Pinesdale for a while.
ey didn’t participate in the church’s social activities.
children didn’t attend Pines Academy. They didn’t
church. They haven’t even been Mormon for years.
ke has struggled with his beliefs for his whole life,
ing between a believer and a heathen.
was like the prodigal son when I came back,” he
“But then I left again.”
ke said his father is a leader of an FLDS group in
He said that societies like Pinesdale tend to last for
or four generations. Julia’s great-grandfather, Rulon
d, started Pinesdale in 1961. She is a fourth-generaAllred.
ce the last census, about a quarter of Pinesdale’s
ation decline came from the 18–24 age group. Less
e-aged people live in Pinesdale and a higher perge of those who are still around are enrolled in a
rsity.
a says that about half of her generation is moving
Pinesdale, trying to find something different —
one different.
out 30 UM students come from the six biggest pomist families in Pinesdale.

B

ACK IN PINESDALE, a beat-up blue Nissan Xterra sat parked in front of the empty room-sized
post office on a weekday afternoon. Lisa Jessop, a
third-generation resident, pointed to three separate cracks and dents in the car, blaming animals her kids
hit on the drives from Missoula and Hamilton.
She attributed the drivers in these accidents to faces on
pins hanging above her head on the car’s sun visor. Four
of her 11 children have spots on the visor.
Her sister Robyn is a television star, the fourth wife on
TLC’s reality show “Sister Wives.” Lisa Jessop lives as a
sister wife in Pinesdale.
She wore black jeans, a scarf, pink gloves and a light
layer of lipstick — not the typical ultra-conservative dress
code. “We’re more of a liberal community,” she said. “I
mean, we’re still conservative but compared to the other
fundamentalist sects.”
Jessop grew up a Mormon in Utah and when her parents converted to the FLDS, she moved to Pinesdale with
them. She was 14.
They moved in with a man who had nine wives, “or
was it seven?” she tried to recall. “Well, he had a lot anyway.”
She attended Pines Academy because she was afraid
of what people at Corvallis would think of her and she
got married to Michael Jessop (not the church speaker)
because she wanted to get married and have kids before
the end of the world. She said that Pinesdale members
traditionally had an imminent eschatological belief: They
believe the world, as we know it, will end soon.
“I hate the fear tactics,” she said, but it’s gotten better in
the last decade as the community has opened up.
She was 16 when she married the 19-year-old Jessop in
1988. She said that she’s happy none of her kids have gotten married too young.
Montana and U.S. law prohibits polygamy as bigamy.
Montana law states “a person commits the offense of
bigamy if, while married, he knowingly contracts or purports to contract another marriage.” In 1878, the Supreme
Court of the United States ruled that religious affiliation
does not protect people from criminal acts such as polygamy.
In Pinesdale, the men marry only one wife legally.
Any subsequent wives are married only in the eyes of the
church and, therefore, are not illegal. There is no divorce
in Pinesdale.
Driving down Main Street, Jessop pointed out whether the houses have multiple families or just one. She said
that she thinks the house sizes are pretty normal; the
only difference is what happens inside of them.
Turning off of the main road, she climbed toward the
snow-capped mountains and arrived at some clusters of
houses. She pointed out a green, average-looking twostory house to the right. That’s where her husband lives
with his other wife, Paula.

One hundred feet farther down the driveway, she
pointed to a long, gray house with pointy architecture.
That’s where she lives with her children.
It has three bathrooms and only seven bedrooms
because she wanted a big living room. Once a week —
sometimes Wednesday, sometimes Sunday — families in
Pinesdale gather and talk about religious stuff, she said.
She likes to have a big living room so there is a place for
that time.
Michael has 25 children from his two wives. She bore
11 of them. She gets along with Paula, her sister wife, and
their kids grew up playing together and get along very
well, she said. There is a special bond between the full
siblings, but the half siblings are still brothers and sisters.
She has a good relationship with them too. “When they
come home for the holidays, they’ll come down to my
house and give me a big hug,” she said.
As she drove past the “business district,” she waved
to every car that passed without pausing in conversation.
Stopping in front of Town Hall, she explained that this
building started out as the grocery store, but now the
Bulk ‘N’ Bin is next door. It’s only open one day per week
and sells in bulk because the families are big, she said.
A sign that reads “Volunteer Fire Department” marks
a building attached to Town Hall. Cars are always parked
in there for something, she said, but the fire department
is actually down the block. She said that volunteers do
most of the jobs in town.
Most of the women in town have to get jobs. “It’s a
pretty chauvinistic place,” she said, “but it costs a lot to
have a big family.” She worked part-time at Pizza Hut for
many years, despite her husband’s lucrative construction
company, and now she’s studying psychology at UM and
works as a maid in Hamilton.
The men in the community mostly work in construction, she said. The Jessops are the builders and the Weidows are the plumbers, she explained. The families all
have their niche, but Pinesdale is far from self-sufficient.
“Maybe in the early days that’s what we wanted,” she
said. The men work in the businesses by the highway
hoping for outside support. They own the “for sale” businesses lining the highway — construction businesses
that have taken a huge hit in the economic recession.
“It’s been hard here just like everywhere else,” she
stopped and looked at the pins of her children. Some of
them are trying to start building businesses and others
are going to school.

J

ULIA ALLRED STUDIES microbiology and Mike
just finished a physics exam.
“I know I messed up the negative signs,” Mike
says. “I always mess up the negative signs.”
“You’ll still get an ‘A,’” Julia consoles her husband. She
says that Mike is a perfectionist.
In the middle of the UC, the middle of campus, the
couple sits close to each other. As they discuss their spiritual beliefs, they look at each other, but don’t interrupt.
They have each found their own beliefs, but they found
them together.
“Everybody needs a reason to get up in the morning,”
Mike says. “It’s not about religion; it’s about life.”
The couple left Pinesdale to attend school in Missoula
in hopes of staying away from the closed community.
Beyond the church and the grade school, the bulk
ministore and the hotel houses, Luther Lane and Peaceful
Way, beyond the pine tree wall, dozens of former Pinesdale residents are looking past tradition for their own
truth.

1. Church services are held at Pines
Academy, which is also the only school
in Pinesdale.
2. Pinesdale Town Hall and the
Volunteer Fire Department sit vacant
on a Sunday afternoon.
3. The sign for Rulon Allred Memorial
Park in Pinesdale fades with time.
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TRACK

Griz kick off outdoor season
Court Weston
Montana Kaimin

The University of Montana track team is set to
compete again after just five weeks of rest.
The Grizzly women took third and the men
finished seventh at the Big Sky Conference indoor championships in Pocatello, Idaho, on Feb.
26. They will kick off the outdoor season Friday
and Saturday at the Al Manuel Invitational at
Dornblaser Field.
“First and foremost, I hope for good weather,”
Montana track and field program director Brian
Schweyen said. “I think we’re going to see some
surprising performances and plenty of solid performance across the board.”
Solid performances have become the norm for
senior Katrina Drennen and sophomore Lindsey
Hall.
The duo combined for 54.5 of the women’s
94.5 points at the indoor championships. Hall’s
individual tally of 34 stands as the highest point
total ever by a UM athlete at the indoor cham-

AJ

pionships, and is the third-most in women’s indoor history.
Her record-breaking effort earned her the
Most Valuable Athlete award at the event. But
Hall is not satisfied despite her achievements.
“As exciting as it is to be breaking records and
scoring 34 points when no one else has, I didn’t
settle on that for one minute,” she said. “I know
next time it’s going to be a higher point total.”
Drennen is entering her third year of eligibility in outdoor competition after placing 12th in
the mile at the NCAA championships two weeks
ago in College Station, Texas.
Hall and Drennen will look to lead Montana
to a conceivable top-two finish this year.
“We’re set up really well for placing higher in
conference than we have in the past,” Hall said.
“Third is great, but this is one of the years where
we have all the upper classmen. This is probably
one of the favorite years between this year and
next year that we could place in first or second.”
It may only be the season opener, but Hall

vs TRACK

In honor of the Montana
outdoor track and field season’s opening day, the Montana
Kaimin brought its A-game to
the track. The goal, besides not
looking too stupid, was to help
multi-event athlete Lindsey Hall
prepare for the heptathlon.
The idea behind the heptathlon is spectacular for someone
like me (i.e.,
not a real
competi-

tor). Seven tries at seven different events? There’s got to be one
in there that I can do well at.
Let’s see now, high jump,
long jump, hurdles? I can handle
that. Javelin, shot put? Check
and check. Eight hundred meter run followed by a 200-meter
run? Wait. Nobody told me there
would be running involved! If
I wanted to run, I’d just chase
those mile runners around. I
guess we’ll have to turn this
heptathlon
(that
means seven) into
a pentathlon (that
means two less
than seven).
L u c k i l y,

See TRACK, page 11

by A.J. Mazzolini
Montana’s resident heptathlon
expert, Lindsey Hall, agreed that
watching me run laps would
be boring and probably too depressing to handle. We can nix
that, she said. Now on to the
high jump!
“Do you need some pointers?” Lindsey asked. Psh. Like I
need someone to tell me how to
jump high. Laughable. There’s a
bar and you jump over it. I get it.
“Yes. Yes, I do,” I responded.
Despite her best efforts, I may
have been uncoachable. Turns
out, high jump is only easy if you
can actually jump high.
Next up, some throwing
events.

Steel Brooks/Montana Kaimin
Freshman thrower Caitlin Caraway practices throwing the shot put on
Thursday afternoon. The men’s and women’s teams are gearing up for their
first outdoor meet at home this weekend.

The sophomore out of Missoula’s Big Sky High School fitted us both with javelins and an
8-pound shot put (women’s sizes
for each, I found out later). With
my technique down, I mimicked
her throwing style to the best of
my ability. Both of my throws
came up well short. Her javelin
toss looked good to me but must
have been great based on the
surrounding commentary. I’m
no javelin connoisseur so I don’t
know what a super throw really
looks like.
“That was one of your best
ones yet,” a nearby trackster said after our throws.
“Thanks,” I replied, fully aware
to whom his compliment was
aimed. We can all get desperate
for recognition at times; don’t
judge me.
With my chucking arm
worn out, we moved to the long
jump runway and measured
out my takeoff space. This
event did involve
running (my old
nemesis, we meet
again), but I let it
slide since I didn’t
want to look like
a complete sissy. I
started my lengthy
strides toward the
giant sandbox we
were to jump in,
pictured my leap
perfectly and flung
my body into the
air, into the sand.
Sidebar: After

a jump, you mark your landing spot and smooth out the
giant foot/butt prints you
made with a big gardening
tool. It looks an awful lot like
you’re tilling the soil, like the
seventh event — which I constantly had trouble recalling
— might actually have been
planting crops.
Anyway, my jump landed a
foot or so short of hers, but wasn’t
that bad. Judging by the marks, I
could’ve jumped over 1 1/2 AJs.
That’s decent in my book.
The final event of the afternoon combined a lot of the
other things we’d done into
one. Hurdling is like running
and jumping over stuff at the
same time and would probably
be better if you had to throw
stuff at the same time. That
would have been one more
thing for me to get distracted
by and likely would have made
my performance even worse.
Our hurdle race was close for
a while. I won’t tell you which
one of us won, but I will give
you a sneak peak at the action:
Somebody tripped and fell
down.
I had finished my fifth sporting event of the day — way over
my quota for the month.
To see video of AJ
Versus Lindsey Hall and the
heptathlon — and to see
AJ (or Lindsey) trip on a
hurdle, log onto Montana
Kaimin.com/Multimedia.
anthony.mazzolini@umontana.edu
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Dance and photography come together
Camillia Lanham
Montana Kaimin
Dance performances and photography
take the spotlight at The Artist Shop tonight as part of a collaborative effort between The University of Montana dance
department and William Muñoz to present the opening of his gallery “Dance in
Concert, Exploring the Creative Process.”
UM dance students will perform both
choreographed and improvisational dance
pieces throughout the First Friday event,
surrounded by photographs of the students in their element of creation. Muñoz
has photographed their classes and performances since last February.
Sue Spanke, who has been a member
of The Artist Shop since its inception,
said they wanted to host Muñoz’s show
because it was a fascinating way to capture a collaborative artistic expression
through the combination of dance and
photography. Most of the work that Artist
Shop members do is a solo quest, Spanke
said.

“It’s solitary, it’s permanent, it’s an object
and it’s just one person’s conception,” she
said. “The work the dancers do is ephemeral. They’re not solo artists.”
Heidi Eggert, an associate professor
in the dance department, said the project
is about more than just capturing a moment. It’s about finding the motion and
movement created in dance and making
it permanent through a photograph.
Last semester Muñoz shared some of his
photos with the dance students. Eggert said
he was able to find those candid times that
really say a lot about the dance program
and the learning process.
“It’s really exciting to have someone
present his art about us and be able to
perform [during the presentation] as
well,” said Roxanne Madler, a fourth year
dance major who is performing at the
Artist Shop. “I really love his pictures.”
Muñoz has photo-illustrated children’s
books for over 30 years and said he’s always been interested in what it takes to
produce art in any medium. Over a year
and a half ago he went to the UM Fine

Arts Department with the idea of documenting the creative process, and has
been photographing students of ceramics,
dance, and music ever since.
As a photographer, he said he is used
to the creative process being a solo endeavor. What intrigues him about a medium-like dance is the collaborative effort it
takes to create a dance piece.
“I started to realize that I saw a great
deal of love that these students had for
each other,” Muñoz said. “And out of that
love came a joy for the medium, for the
dancing itself.”
Munoz’s photographs will be part
of the gallery until the end of April.
Muñoz said the show is a good precursor to UM’s Spring Dance Concert,
which takes place April 27th-30th. The
concert will include student and faculty pieces, as well as performances
from Susan Marshall’s “Cloudless”
series.
One of the things Muñoz likes about
this particular project is educating himself by watching others and then draw-

ing inspiration from it to create his own
work. While artists have been using
each other as muses for a long time, Muñoz said he feels like he’s on the edge
of the next wave of art, a collaborative
effort between mediums to produce a
new art form.
“Pursuing an art form is good therapy, but it becomes an art form when you
share it,” he said. “Fortunately we can
share it this Friday.”
camillia.lanham@umontana.edu

CHECK IT

OUT

What: First Friday Ar t Walk
When: Friday, 5-8 p.m.
Where: The Artist Shop,
304 North Higgins St.
Price: FREE

NO JOKE KBGA’s Fools Night Out celebrates spring
Michael Beall
Montana Kaimin
April Fools’ Day comes around
once a year, and though it’s not an
official holiday, it’s well-known as
a day full of pranks and practical
jokes.
All joking aside: KBGA’s fourth
annual Fools Night Out should provide Missoula residents with plenty
of reasons to have some fun.
Six touring bands will converge on The Badlander and Palace Lounge Friday night for KBGA’s annual spring event. The
music kicks off at 9:30 p.m., and
the bands range from psychedelic Japanese group Acid Mothers

CHECK IT

OUT
What: Fools
Night Out
When: Friday,
April 1, 9:30 p.m.
Where: The Badlander
and Palace Lounge
Price: 21+ $8, 18+ $10
Info: kbga.org

Temple to the Texas garage rock
band Strange Boys.
“This year, the gist is a night
of craziness,” said Clark Grant,
KBGA’s general manager. “It’s
kind of what we’re looking for.
People just wild and out having
fun, listening to rock music.”
In addition to music, the event
offers unlimited free cotton candy,
face painting and fortune telling.
The Big Dipper Ice Cream truck
will be on site, selling its new secret flavor, KBGA Krunch.
The posters for Friday’s event,
drawn by longtime KBGA artist
Josh Quick, also gave Grant and
next year’s incoming general
manager, Alanya Cherkas, the
idea to make KBGA headbands
similar to the one featured

prominently in the illustration.
The headbands will be available
to the audience for an extra dollar at the door.
KBGA hosts three big events
every school year. The first two,
the Birthday Bash and EndofThon, primarily serve as fundraisers to keep the station in
operation. Fools Night Out is
simply a celebration of the new
season and the coming end of
the semester, Grant said.
“Our intention for this show
is not to fundraise,” he said.
“Our intention is to have a big
concert, meet our costs and
break even. Once we break even,
we’re satisfied.”
Fools Night Out will be headlined by Japanese experimental

act Acid Mothers Temple and the
Melting Paraiso U.F.O. AMT was
formed in 1995 by guitarist Kawabata Makoto, who has toured
and recorded albums with multiple offshoots of AMT’s “soul
collective” community.
Drew Larson, KBGA’s promo-

•Q+A with Acid Mothers Temple
Page 10
tions director, also booked six
additional acts to The Badlander
and Palace venues. The Badlander
will host AMT, abstract punk act
Shilpa Ray and Her Happy Hookers from Brooklyn, electropop
duo Ryat from Philadelphia, and
Missoula band Victory Smokes.
The Palace will host New York

folk-punk band O’Death, Austin’s
Strange Boys and Nashville rock
outfit Natural Child.
“Fools Night Out basically
planned itself,” Larson said.
“This year they’re all routing
through town at the right time.
I just happened to promise them
enough money to play.”
Both venues will be rocking
until closing time at 2 a.m., and
the event promises to be a lot
more fun than an evening full of
prank calls and Punk’d reruns.
“This is going to be a rock
lineup that you may never see
again,” Larson said. “Acid Mothers Temple, who knows when
they’ll stop making music or
touring. This is going to be one
solid rock concert.”
michael.beall@umontana.edu
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by Michael Beall

Japanese experimental rock band Acid Mothers Temple has been crafting its psychedelic sonic soup for 16 years, releasing a plethora of albums as various
incarnations of the same core group. The self-proclaimed “soul collective” has more than 30 members from all walks of life, led by guitarist and visionary
Kawabata Makoto, who has been active in the experimental music scene since the 1970s. Makoto brings Acid Mothers Temple and the Melting Paraiso
U.F.O. to Missoula on Friday as a headlining act for KBGA’s Fools Night Out and took time during their tour to talk about AMT’s alternative lifestyle and how
he channels the sounds of the cosmos to create their unusual soundscapes.

Q: Throughout your childhood, you were intrigued by revolutionaries and dreams of changing the world. Did these experiences change the
direction of your life or cause you to join the
beatnik community? Do political ideals have a
role in your music?
A: My childhood dream never connected with my music
or my decision to join the beatnik community, either. It
was just a childhood dream! (laughs)
Also, I don’t want to have any political ideas to my
music. If I have any political idea, it must be divided from
my music. Music is just music; music must not be any
political device.
Q: What was it about the beatnik community
that caused you to leave and start Acid Mothers
Temple?
A: When I was with the beatnik commune, I was in
my early 20s. I had ideological differences, so I left from
them. The whole left-wing ethos did not sit right with
me. I formed AMT when I was 30 years old, and I decided it would be not same as so-called beatnik or hippie
communes. Our idea is totally different from theirs.
Q: Acid Mothers Temple is more than a music
group. It has around 30 members, such as musicians, artists and farmers. What is AMT and
how does one become part of AMT?
A: Music was our early story because we needed our

“soul collective” for tomorrow at that time! We helped
each other, but we don’t care what each other do. If
you want to join with us, you can do it if you agree our
slogan, “Do whatever you want, don’t do whatever you
don’t want!” That’s all!

me what I should play. AMT or solo or any session, everything is the same for me. How do you pick it up? I
don’t need to find sounds to pick it up! I need to follow
music! That’s all! The most unwanted thing is an ego,
selfhood!

Q: How does that slogan relate to your music
and daily life?
A: If I don’t want to play music, I won’t play. Like the
last few years; I haven’t played music so much in these
two years. If I want to eat, I eat! We just want to live
amenably, like cats.

Q: Why is the guitar your instrument of choice
to play the sounds of the cosmos?
A: It’s not necessarily the best, but electric guitar can
make so many sounds, so it’s very useful.

Q: From what I’ve found, Acid Mothers Temple
involves 10 different musical acts. How do you
balance the different bands, and how different
are the musical styles?
A: I don’t need to control anything for each unit because the units tell me what I should do. How different
are the musical styles? I’m not sure, but you can know if
you listen to our music.
Q: You say that music is not something you create nor is it a form of self-expression, but you
spend your days rehearsing the perfect sounds
of the universe. What is AMT’s music writing
process? And how do you pick up the sounds of
the universe?
A: I’ve never composed any music; music always teaches

Terrorism, government,
media, love

Steel Brooks/Montana Kaimin
Bobby Gutierrez and Arcadea Jenkins-Zeigler rehearse a scene on Thursday from the upcoming show “Two
Rooms.” “Two Rooms” is directed by Daniel Haley and runs April 12-16 and 19-23 at the Crystal Theatre.

Q: How do extensive tours in the States and
Canada compare to performing in Japan or
close to home?
A: It’s not too different for me. Sometimes I have felt
that Tokyo was much farther away than New York. I’m
looking forward to see people on the tour, and I can
only see them on the tour. So, it’s not so different between U.S. and Canada or even Europe and Japan. They
are all also home.
Q: What’s the motivation behind the theme of
the naked female body on a lot of AMT’s album
covers?
A: It’s just promotion, because if I don’t want to pick
up this album, maybe nobody wants to. So I put some
[pictures of] sexy women that I like a lot (laughs). And
maybe because you like it too!

michael.beall@umontana.edu
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Badlander, Palace not closing soon
Kate Whittle
Montana Kaimin
If Facebook posts are correct,
no downtown bars will be closing soon.
The Palace Lounge, Golden
Rose, Savoy Casino and Liquor
Store and Badlander share the
same liquor license with the
Central Bar and Grill. According
to Missoula City Police, last December, a bartender at the Cen-

BITTERROOT
From page 4
In an economy where skillbased workers are the norm, employers are leaping at the chance
to increase the knowledge base
of their employees. John Meakin,
a community volunteer at the
BCP, mentioned a small business
owner in Darby that signed an
employee up for some continuing education classes. According
to Robinson, one of the biggest
employers in the Bitterroot Valley, GlaxoSmithKline Biological,
has a policy that it will pay for the
classes its workers take if they can
earn Cs or better.
“That’s community involvement, isn’t it?” he said.
Though the BCP’s request to
become a community college
was denied by the Legislature
in 2009, the community has supported the effort from the beginning. According to Patti Furniss,
the manager of the Bitterroot Job
Service Workforce Center, which
is in the same building as the BCP,
the community has expressed its
willingness to support the college
in the past. In a 2008 election, the
majority of the community voted

tral failed to check the IDs of two
minors. It was the third violation
in a three-year period on the liquor license, according to Montana Department of Revenue
documents. A third offense carries a $1,500 fine and a potential
suspension of its liquor license
for up to 20 days. The Badlander
staff is currently going through
a hearing process, according to
state officials.
The Badlander owners de-

clined to make an official comment to the Kaimin, but a post
on their Facebook page from
March 24 stated, “Alright to put
the rumors to rest we will not
be closing anytime soon. We
might close for a couple days in
the summer because of a serving
violation. That’s it!” A similar
statement on the KBGA college
radio page confirmed that no
events would be canceled.

for the creation of a community
college in the valley, even if doing
so would raise taxes.
That’s why, Clark said, if the
Legislature cuts higher education
funding, the BCP will reach out to
the community for help.
“We can’t just depend on the
graciousness and goodwill of the
University System,” she said.
Although the BCP currently
serves nontraditional students,
Robinson and others hope that
the program will eventually start
attracting more recent high school
graduates. He said that offering a
junior college type program will
ultimately help with completion.
“What I’ve seen from my experience as a teacher here is that
kids graduate, go to a big college
and get lost,” he said. “If we can
have them here for a year or two,
they will be good students, ready
to go.”
Even without younger students, Furniss said that the college is already affecting the youth
opinion of education in the valley.
Since many BCP students are parents with young children, the fact
that they return to school sends a
clear message to the younger generation.

“When you have nontraditional students showing their kids the
importance of education, it really
impacts the entire community,”
she said.
Clark agrees. She said that, for
many people, having the BCP
nearby means that they don’t
have to leave the Valley, whether
that means commuting to Missoula daily or moving away permanently. Either way, when residents stay in the Valley, both the
community and economy benefits.
“Sometimes we joke that this
is the recovery plan for the Valley,” she said. “If it wasn’t for this
school, a lot of people wouldn’t
know what to do.”
Furniss said that seeing the
students as they walk past the Bitterroot Job Service office on the
way to class is a sign of the program’s importance.
“These people walking down
the halls, no matter what age they
are or what industry they come
from, they’ve got smiles on their
faces — they’re happy; they’ve got
hope,” she said. “This is one of the
best things that’s happened in the
Valley in the last two years.”

kate.whittle@umontana.edu

emily.downing@umontana.edu

SATELLITE
From page 4
And like Terri Duncan, most
of those students are also older
than traditional students. The
average age of a student at the
BCP was 32 years old in spring
2010.
With many students’ homes
and families in the Bitterroot
Valley, Clark said the BCP has
made higher education possible for people without the
money, transportation and
time to go to school in Missoula.
Yet the Bitterroot College
Program hasn’t been able to offer students all the classes they
need to get their degrees, and
Clark said most students either
have to commute to Missoula
for classes, or take them online.
The increasing interest in
the BCP has resulted in a demand by students and the
community that the program
expand to ensure students can
complete their full degrees at
the Hamilton campus, but it’s
a demand that Clark said she’s
not sure they’ll be able to meet
if legislature approves the cuts.
“People don’t go to college
for a class, they go to college
for a degree,” she said. “To not
be able to expand at this point
in our life is deadly.”
Bob Duringer, the University’s vice president of administration and finance, said he
couldn’t speculate on whether
the Bitterroot College Program
would be able to expand if the
cuts pass.
“Their funding all depends
on enrollment, and the general
appropriations to higher education from the Legislature,”
he said.
Clark wants to add more
classes, degrees and instruc-

tors, but in order to do that
she’ll need more space, and a
bigger budget.
The BCP shares a building
with Ravalli County Economic
Development Authority and
the Bitterroot Job Service, but
the area used by the program
is only 800 square feet, and it
takes less than 30 seconds to
walk the entire area.
There are only two classrooms and two offices, which
belong to Clark and the program assistant.
Tables are
crammed into the ends of hallways to provide study areas.
But behind a closed door
at the end of the hallway is
the solution to the Bitterroot
College Program and Clark’s
space problems.
Behind it is 3,400 square feet
of space that would more than
triple their current area.
Clark says there could be
another classroom, a science
lab, a computer lab and more
offices.
However, that door will remain closed until Clark gets
the money to lease the space,
and she’s not sure when that
will be.
Clark said administrators
at UM have said they think
they’ll be able to fund the expansion even if higher education cuts pass in the Legislature, but the added space won’t
be beneficial unless class and
degree offerings expand along
with space.
“We’re hoping that this time
around we can put our proposal together and get more
money, but there’s not going to
be anymore unless the Legislature funds higher education
appropriately, so that’s tough,”
Clark said.
“With another
$100,000, we could do a lot.”
victoria.edwards@umontana.edu

PARTING SHOT

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
The road leading out of Pinesdale is lined with tall pine stands, acting as a
gateway between a closed off community and the rest of the Bitterroot Valley.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

BAHA’I FAITH
“Call out to Zion, O Carmel, and announce the joyful tidings: He that was
hidden from mortal eyes is come! His
all-conquering sovereignty is manifest; His
all-encompassing splendour is revealed.” Bahá’u’lláh For information call 829-9538
Online: bahai.
CALLING ALL PRODUCERS
Submissions close at 5 PM today for
Missoula’s Laptop battle. Send 2 tracks,
name, age to Submissions@umtbcec.org
COMPUTERS
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted best of
Missoula 2010. Student discounts! 136 E
Broadway Computer Central 542-6540

montanakaimin

Office Staff

kiosk

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.20 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.30 per 5-word line/day

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

FOR RENT
2 rooms, rattlesnake, $350 & $400/month,
garden, free utl, call 542-0777
Weekend cabins 30 min. from Missoula
$44-$66/ night. Rock Creek Cabins 2516611
FOR SALE
Old type cool jigsaw puzzles Bob Marley
Grateful Dead Beetles Other cool ones
at the Joint Effort 1918 Brooks St. in the
Holiday Village Shopping Center
Just in: Tons of New Posters, Black Light,
and More! The Joint Effort 1918 Brooks
Street.
Scales, Scales, Scales; low prices! The
Joint Effort. Holiday Village Shopping
Center. 1918 Brooks Street
New Hookahs; lots of Shisha, two sizes

AD REPRESENTATIVES
Lindsay Farnsworth
Ian Fletcher
Nic Headlee

of charcoal. The Joint Effort 1918 Brooks
Street. Holiday Village Shopping Center.
Old Type New Hours, 10AM-6PM monsat. The Joint Effort, 1918 Brooks St.
Holiday Vilage Shopping Center
GO GREEN
DM Internatinal Electronics Recycling
responsibly recycles al electronics; laptops, tv’s, printers, ink, phones. For info,
contact; 406-549-3072, 406-381-5588,
normangarrick@q.com
HELP WANTED
Looking for a nanny for the summer for
my children. Call 880-8811
Car rental agent wanted. Job is full
time June through August and part time
September through May. Please e-mail
resume to hertzmso@msn.com or deliver

Kinsey Netzorg
Ashley Oppel
Tes Schaefer

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

resume to Hertz office at the Missoula
Airport.
Guest Ranch in Florence looking for FT
summer help $10.00/hr send resumes to
P.O. Box 396 Florence, MT 59833
PERSONALS
UM WILL BE TOBACCO FREE FALL
2011 “I have breathing problems and
secondhand smoke makes it worse.” - UM
Student
Plenty of teeth cleaning appointments
available at Curry Health Center Dental
Clinic. Call us at 243-5445.
SERVICES
Basic Wildfire training April 16-17 and
April 30th-May1st. For more info call
543-0013 or visit
www.blackbull-wildfire.com

MISCELLANEOUS
Have a 3.5 GPA or higher? Want international recognition and networking? Join
Golden Key today @ www.goldenkey.org.
www.406i.tel from your smart phone
Win a $500 tuition/fee waiver for Summer
Semester 2011! umt.edu/xls/summer/
contest
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage. Griz
Discount: Full month free with 3 months
up front. Student discount for truck rental.
(406) 721-7277
SONG OF THE DAY
California Love- 2pac feat. Dr. Dre
HAPPY SPRING BREAK 2011!
WOOOO!!!!!
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